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Player Eligibility 

As per the competition by-laws, in order to play pennant for the club a player must be a registered 
member of an affiliated club.  The club, at its discretion, may allow a player from another affiliated 
club to play for Forrest Tennis Club (FTC) in the pennant competition. 

As per all other eligibility matters, please refer to ACT Tennis’ website on pennant. 
https://www.tennis.com.au/act/competitions/pennant 

Team Composition 

An FTC pennant team is made up of Core Players (of which one is a Team Captain), Nominated 

Reserves and Casual Reserves. 

A team must always have a nominated and accepted captain who takes on certain responsibilities for 
the team; many highlighted throughout this document. 

Core Players and Nominated Reserves are included in the list of players with the team entry before 
the competition begins; whereas, a Casual Reserve is not included in with the team’s entry to the 
competition.   

As a guide, a Core Player would be someone planning to play more or equal to 50% of the rounds and 
a Nominated Reserve less than 50% of the rounds.  These are the players you are going to rely upon to 
make up your team week-in and week-out.  Furthermore, in any competition, a team could be made 
up of 2 to 8 Core Players, plus any number of Nominated Reserves.  A Nominated Reserve is planning 
to make up the difference of required players needed to play out the competition; this is where 
another Core Player will not be able to play over one or some of the rounds during the competition.  A 
Nominated Reserve is someone you would have already canvased and discussed the season with, and 
is happy to play for the team on set dates if need be.  

The Team Captain will/should have already discussed with his Core Players and Nominated Reserves 
when they will be available and when they might not be; though it is not always possible to be 100% 
assured before a Team Captain enters a team about each and every round; though they should be 
close to 100% assured that they are able to field a team in each and every round before entering a 
team (discuss this with the Club Captain if you have any reservations). 

Though of course, if you are looking to join a team, would like to play in pennant, but don’t know 
anyone yet at the club, or have enough players for the team; please discuss with the Club Captain as 
they will be aware of others looking to form a team or join for the season.  It might be a matter of two 
groups of players joining together for the season, or a single player joining an existing team that is 
struggling with their player numbers for the season.  The Club Captain is there to help in this situation. 

The difference of a Nominated Reserve to a Casual Reserve is this; a Casual Reserve has been recruited 
to make up for an unplanned absentee of a Core Player or Nominated Reserve and was not included in 
the list of players in the team’s entry – they were not initially planning to play for the team through 
the season.  Casual Reserves can be recruited from the club or even other registered clubs to make up 
for any shortfalls of regular players the team may have during a round (though there are some 
restrictions to this in the pennant by-laws).   

There are many players at the club who like to play as Casual Reserves in pennant teams, the Club 
Captain is your first point of call when looking for a Casual Reserve.  Though try and make sure you 
have given yourself, and others, time to find a Casual Reserve; you may also have a list of your own 
contacts that can be Casual Reserves. 
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Player Rules 

All FTC players playing for the club are to abide by ACT Tennis’ By-Laws and conduct themselves in a 
sporting, competitive, and friendly fashion. 

You should be familiar with Tennis Australia’s ‘Matches Played without a Chair Umpire’ rules and 
the contained etiquette section (namely; Do not stall, sulk, complain or practice gamesmanship).  You 
will find these rules in ACT Tennis’ Resource section on their website, or via this link 
https://www.tennis.com.au/act/files/2015/08/Rules-for-matches-without-chair-umpire-2013-latest.pdf 

Pennant Fees 

Pennant fees will be due to the club on a team and season basis; this means, the Team Captain is 

responsible for collecting fees from his players and paying them to the club, on a whole of 
season basis for the team.  

Each Team Captain will be provided with an invoice for the cost to the team for the season; this will be 
provided to the Team Captain before or during the season and must be paid by the Team Captain as 
prescribed in the invoice. 

Please note, the current player fee per round and payment terms can be viewed on the club’s website 
within the pennant section, this may also be communicated by the club or club captain to the players 
before the season.  The payment of this invoice is to be done as a whole, in one payment, and not in 
piecemeal. 
http://www.forresttennisclub.com.au/club-activities/pennant/ 

Players who commit to playing pennant as a registered team member have a responsibility to discuss 
with the Team Captain their availability over the season, this is so he may formulate the team and 
ascertain its viability for the season and whether they constitute as being a Core Player or Nominated 
Reserve. 

It is up to the Core Players (Team Captain being one) and Nominated Reserves to decide between 
themselves how they will meet the teams’ pennant fee for the season; this is to be managed, 
coordinated and subsequently paid by the Team Captain. 

There is an example case demonstrated below to show how a team might meet their team fee; though 
it has to be noted again, it is not for the club to be chasing individual pennant players for fees, but for 
the Team Captain to have this resolved before entering a team and is their responsibilityi. 

Example 

A Monday night pennant of 3 players playing in a 10-week season; with an example fee of $10. 
(Please note, the true current pennant fee is that which is listed in the pennant section of the club’s website) 

f = ((rounds x fee) x PlayersInTeamEachRound)   

f = ((10 x $10) x 3) = $300 

Therefore, the team fee for the season = $300. 
(there is no extra fees due for a team that makes the semi-finals or finals of a season) 

Example Continued…. 

Say the team is made up of 2 Core Players and 2 Nominated Reserves (planning to play 5 rounds 
each); making it 4 entered players in a 3 player team. 
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How could the fees be split to pay the Team Pennant Fee? 

Options: 

1. They could agree to pay for each round they have committed to up front (2 x $100 and 2 x $50), 
and pay the club $300.  Casual Reserve, if a reserve plays for any player who had planned to 
play, the Team Captain, on the day, can collect the round fee from the reserve and reimburse 
the away player who had paid for the roundii. 

2. They could agree to split the fee 4 ways up front ($75 each) to pay the club $300, then with the 
Team Captain keeping tabs of who played when, they may then sort out any payment between 
players at the end of the season.  Casual Reserve, if a reserve plays for any player who had 
planned to play, the Team Captain, on the day, can collect the round fee from the reserve and 
reconcile this at the end of the season with a paid and played reconciliation methodiii. 

Extra pennant fee advice: 

• if for some reason in option 1 above, you have a missing player in your plans for 1 or 2 rounds 
right from the beginning of the season, but are confident in finding a Casual Reserve; it would 
be best the Team Captain makes up the short fall in the team fee as they will be the ones 
collecting and coordinating the team fee.  Though, if the team subsequently forfeits the round 
he/team will have to bear the cost of not having collected a Casual Reserve fee (please resolve 
within the team as this is not a club issue).  In Option 2, each player will still pay the same $75 
for the season up front. 

• as you can see there could be many combinations to each payment option at the beginning or 
at the end of a season.  Though the hardest part could be reconciling payments to players at the 
end of the season, this is especially the case in Option 2, whilst also being a little simpler at the 
beginning.   

Recommendation, it would seem much simpler and more straight forward to pick Option 1 as a fee 
split structure, this is because it has a fairly simple starting point and is a simpler reconciliation 
method at the end of the season (though the Captain and players must keep track of payments; 
however, this has always been the case). 

Extra to this, often the Core Player(s), there having to be at least one (the Team Captain), will pay the 
whole fee then collect what is owing to them from their Nominated Reserves or Casual Reserves as the 
season transpires.  This is another method often used to run a team; though you have to be sure of the 
commitment of your Nominated Reserves. 
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Washouts 

As the team pays a whole of season fee, and this is based on how many players and rounds there is in 
a season, the team is being asked to pay for each round regardless of any washouts.  Meaning, there 

will not be any reimbursement to teams/players for washouts. 

Why is this? 

There used to be a system at the club where the teams/players would get reimbursed or pay a season 
fee at the end minus any washouts over the season.  This however was an administrative nightmare 
for the treasurer/club (all volunteers).  Also, many teams/players did not pay their fees, another moot 
point, plus it was impossible for one person within reason to track what nights had been a washout.  
Hence, it is much easier to share this responsibility amongst the Team Captains and Players. 

As a result, the club decided to reduce the pennant fees down to a figure that would easily take into 
consideration, and a little more, the average amount of washouts within a season and ask that each 
team now pay a fixed fee easily calculatable from the beginning of the season and this fee be assigned 
to the Team Captain to collect (a simple formula everyone can quickly calculate, see above). 

This was a well-reasoned and debated resolution of the committee that had the input of experienced 
pennant players and club administrators. 

Final Points 

• There is a fair amount of coordination and responsibility for the Team Captain in the team, 
both for the playing season and for the fee payment.  Whilst this has always been the case, 
please take note of this as a player and recognise your own responsibilities to the pennant 
season and fees. 

• There is also a lot of work behind the scenes by the Club Captain and Treasurer, help them by 
carefully reading this document and understanding your own responsibilities. 

• Players that agree to play in a pennant team must understand their obligations and work with 
their Team Captain to help run the team smoothly for the enjoyment of all. 

• No member of the club, or the committee, enjoys chasing up another player/member for 

un-paid fees; please be mindful of this. 

• The committee reserves the right to censure players/members who do not meet their 
obligations to the team/club. 

 

Sincerely, 

Forrest Tennis Club Committee 

 

                                                        
i If for some reason a member of a team does not pay their due fees after committing to a team, or there is some issue with 
collecting the set fee from a player; the Team Captain should inform the Club Captain of the issue, by email preferably, so 
that they or the committee can look to resolve or take action. 
ii If the reserve has only agreed to play only  on a no-fee basis in place of a Core or Nominated player, then it is up to the 
Team to decide how or if any player should be reimbursed; but not the club, this is a team matter and decision. 
iii Again, if the reserve has only agreed to play on a no-fee basis in place of a Core or Nominated player, then it is up to the 
Team to decide how or if any player should be reimbursed; but not the club, this is a team matter and decision. 


